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Canonical Lifts of Cycle Classes of Sections
Johannes Schmidt
∗
Abstract. We present the construction of canonical lifts of ℓ-adic cycle classes of sections
of p-adic projective anabelian curves to the cohomology of arbitrary proper, regular, flat
models. This answers a question of Esnault and Wittenberg.
1 Introduction
Background. Let X{k be a geometrically connected smooth projective curve of positive genus.
Fix a separable closure ks{k with absolute Galois group Gk. Choose a compatible base-point
x¯0 and consider the e´tale fundamental group sequence
π1pX{kq: 1 // π1pX bk k
s, x¯0q // π1pX, x¯0q // Gk // 1 .
For a k-rational point x let x¯ be the geometric point over x compatible with ks{k. There is
an isomorphism between π1pX, x¯q and π1pX, x¯0q over Gk, well defined up to conjugation by
elements in the geometric fundamental group π1pX bk k
s, x¯0q. In particular, the k-point x
defines a π1pX bk k
s, x¯0q-conjugacy class rsxs of sections of π1pX{kq. In his letter to Faltings,
Grothendieck conjectured that the corresponding assignment x ÞÑ rsxs is a bijection between
the set of k rational points of X and the set of π1pX bk k
s, x¯0q-conjugacy classes of sections of
π1pX{kq for k{Q finitely generated and X of genus ě 2. This conjecture is known under the
name Section conjecture of anabelian geometry. The analogue conjecture over a p-adic field k
is known as p-adic Section conjecture. Both conjectures are still wide open. In both cases, the
essential question is whether the existence of a section of π1pX{kq implies the existence of a
k-rational point in X.
The cycle class of a section. A linearized form of the above questions is whether the existence
of a section implies at least the existence of an algebraic 0-cycle of degree 1 in X. An explicit
candidate for such an algebraic cycle is the cycle class cls of a section s, a class in H
2pXe´t, Zˆp1qq
of degree 1 defined in a similar way as the cycle class of a rational point (cf. [Sti12, Chap. 6]). In
particular, if x is a rational point of X, clsx is just the cycle class clx of x. An early appearance
of this cycle class in the context of anabelian geometry was Parshin’s observation in his proof
of the geometric Mordell theorem, that cycle classes of sections of certain generically smooth
relative curves only depend on the induced sections of certain fundamental group sequences
(cf. [Par90] proof of Prop. 1). Further, algebraicity results for cycle classes of certain sections
were an important step in Mochizuki’s celebrated proof of Grothendieck’s anabelian conjectures
for dominant morphisms to hyperbolic curves in [Moc99].
From now on, let us focus on the p-adic version of the linearized form of the section conjecture.
So fix a p-adic field k. Again, the cycle classes of sections appear prominently: Using model
theoretic arguments, Koenigsmann showed in [Koe05] that any birational section (i.e., a sections
of GKpXq Ñ Gk) is given by a k-rational point. The algebraicity of cls was proven by [EW09] for
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such birational sections s, thus giving a purely algebraic proof at least for the linearized version
of this birational p-adic section conjecture. For a general section s of π1pX{kq promising results
towards this linearized question have been achieved, too: In [Sti10], Stix showed that there is
at least an algebraic 0-cycle of degree a power of p (see op. cit. Thm. 15). Further, Esnault and
Wittenberg showed that cls is an algebraic cycle in ℓ-adic cohomology H
2pXe´t,Zℓp1qq, at least
for ℓ ‰ p (see [EW09, Cor. 3.4]).
The problem of finding canonical lifts. Let o be the ring of integers of k and X{o a regular
proper flat model of X. It follows from the ℓ-adic algebraicity of cls that the ℓ-adic cycle class
admits a non-canonical lift to H2pXe´t,Zℓp1qq. However, it is still an open question (see [EW09,
Rem. 3.7 (iii)]) if there is even a canonical lift to the cohomology of X, i.e., a lift that can be
defined independently of arbitrary choices. The existence of such a canonical lift is predicted
by the p-adic section conjecture or even the “full” algebraicity of cls (i.e., cls is the Chern class
of a divisor in H2pXe´t, Zˆp1qq): Indeed, under both assumptions cls is the cycle class of a unique
divisor class rDs of X (use [Mil04, Ch. I Lem. 3.3]), so the cycle class of the closure of D in
X is a canonical lift. The aim of this paper is to give an unconditional construction of such a
canonical lift (see Thm. 4.15, below):
Main Theorem 1.1. Let X{k be a geometrically connected smooth projective curve of positive
genus over a p-adic field k and X{o a regular proper flat model. Then for any prime ℓ ‰ p
and any section s of π1pX{kq, the induced ℓ-adic cycle class cls admits a canonical lift cl
X
s to
H2pX,Zℓp1qq. Further, the class cl
X
s is natural in the pair pX{o, sq.
Previously, such a canonical lift could only be given if the reduced special fibre Y does not
admit any rational components. The reason is that only in this case the model X is still a
Kpπ, 1q-space, i.e. its e´tale cohomology of locally constant constructible coefficients is given
by the cohomology of its fundamental group (cf. Lem. 2.19). Without the Kpπ, 1q-property, it
is much harder to link group theoretic construction involving the fundamental group sequence
to the world of e´tale cohomology in which lifts of the cycle class live. The solution is to
think about sections of π1pX{kq as homotopy rational (resp. homotopy fixed) points of X{k,
i.e., splittings of the structural map xEtpXq Ñ xEtpkq » BGk of e´tale homotopy types in the
homotopy category of simplicial profinite sets over the classifying space BGk (cf. [Qui08]). We
then relate these to homotopy rational points of the special fibre Y {F, giving us a grasp on the
e´tale cohomology of the model. The idea to attack questions around the section conjectures
using e´tale homotopy theory has been around for several years already, among others e.g. by
Harpaz, Pa´l, Quick, Schlank, A. Schmidt, Stix or Wickelgren (cf. [Sti12, Sect. 2.6]). Let us
also mention A. Schmidt and Stix’s work towards anabelian geometry based on e´tale homotopy
theory in [SS16]. Unfortunately, with respect to the section conjectures, outside of obstruction
theory, only limited progress has been made made so far. Further, it seems the homotopy theory
of a model of a p-adic curve has not been included into this attempts up until now. However,
exactly the latter turned out to be very useful in the construction of the canonical lift of cls.
The construction of a canonical lift. The construction of cls can be rephrased using
the pullback map RΓpXe´t,Λq Ñ RΓpke´t,Λq on e´tale cohomology induced by the section s
(cf. 3.3). Here it is crucial that X is a Kpπ, 1q-space. The idea for the construction of clXs
is to specialize the section s to a section s¯ of π1pY {Fq and mimic the construction of cls for
s¯ (at least, after geometric pro-ℓ completion, such a specialization does exist – cf. Lem. 4.6).
A priori this specialized section s¯ may no longer induce a pullback map on e´tale cohomology
since Y may contain rational components. We solve this problem by showing that sections of
π1pY {Fq canonically correspond to homotopy rational points of Y {F (cf. Cor. 4.7). From such a
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homotopy rational point we get the needed pullback map, allowing us the construction of a cycle
class cls¯ in H
2pX,Zℓpnqq (cf. Def. 3.9). The desired lifting property of cls¯ will follow from the
compatibility of these two pullback maps via the specialization morphism of e´tale cohomology
(cf. Thm. 4.14). This compatibility in turn will follow from a more explicit description of the
specialized homotopy rational point s¯ after an unramified base extension k1{k (with residue
field extension F1{F), using the existence of an “algebraic” section of the canonical map from
xEtpY bF F1q into the classifying space of its fundamental groupoid (cf. Prop. 4.13).
Although e´tale homotopy theory is crucial in the construction and canonicity of the lift, at least
the lifted class itself can be written down purely in terms of e´tale cohomology and cohomology
of profinite groups (cf. Rem. 4.16).
Notation. In the following, k always denotes a p-adic field with ring of integers o and residue
field F. If K is any field, we denote a fixed separable closure by Ks and the corresponding
absolute Galois group by GK . Denote by Sˆp˚q the category of (pointed) simplicial profinite
sets together with the model structure of [Qui08]. By the nth degree of a simplicial profinite
set X we mean the profinite set Xn. If X is given by a pro-system tXiuiPI of simplicial finite
sets, then by the ith level of X we mean the simplicial set Xi. For X a scheme together with a
geometric point x¯, π1pX, x¯q denotes its profinite e´tale fundamental group. Mostly we will skip
the base-point in our notation. Denote by xEtpXq its profinite e´tale homotopy type in Sˆp˚q. For a
simplicial profinite set Y with torsion local system Λ, write C‚pY,Λq for its cohomology cochains
(see [Qui08, Sect. 2.2]). If Y is the homotopy type xEtpXq of a scheme X, then C‚pxEtpXq,Λq
is quasi-isomorphic to RΓpXe´t,Λq (see [Qui08, Sect. 3.1]). If Y is the classifying space BG
of a profinite group G, then C‚pBG,Λq is quasi-isomorphic to RΓpG,Λq. We will always use
continuous e´tale cohomology in the sense of [Jan88]. Finally, an index in brackets “Apiq” usually
means “Ai respectively A”, e.g. “fpfetq,˚” means the finite-e´tale resp. e´tale direct image ffet,˚
resp. f˚. There is one exception: p´q
^
pℓq or π
pℓq
1 always means the geometrically pro-ℓ completion
(cf. 2.23 and 2.24, below).
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2 Preliminaries
We will first recall and develop some techniques of e´tale homotopy theory in Quick’s setting of
simplicial profinite sets.
Homotopical algebra. We will work in the following model categories:
2.1 Let Sˆ be the category of simplicial profinite sets together with the model structures of
[Qui08]. We will call objects in Sˆ profinite spaces. For a profinite group G, let BG be its
profinite classifying space and Sˆ{BG the category of simplicial profinite sets over BG together
with the induced model structure. A simplicial profinite G-set is a simplicial profinite set
together with a degreewise continuous G-action. Let SˆG be the resulting category together with
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the model structure of [Qui10]. Again, we will call objects in SˆG profinite G-spaces. By [Qui10,
Cor. 2.11], Sˆ{BG is Quillen equivalent to SˆG via the base change functor X ÞÑ X ˆBGEG, where
EG Ñ BG is the universal G-torsor. The corresponding Quillen-right-adjoint is given by the
Borel-construction p´qˆGEG. Here, for a profinite G-space Y, the Borel-construction YˆGEG
is given as the product space Y ˆ EG modulo its diagonal G-action. Under this equivalence,
maps BGÑ X in HpSˆ{BGq correspond to homotopy fixed points of X ˆBG EG:
Definition 2.2. A homotopy fixed point of a profinite G-space X is a morphism pt Ñ X in
HpSˆGq.
Remark 2.3. Our definition of homotopy fixed points differs from the usage in [Qui10] (in
the sense of Sullivan): Since G acts freely on EG, EG Ñ pt is a cofibrant replacement in SˆG.
Let X ãÑ X 1 be a (functorial) fibrant replacement. Then the set of homotopy fixed points a` la
Def. 2.2 is given as
rpt,X s
SˆG
“ π0pmapSˆpEG,X
1qGq.
The mapping space X hG “ map
Sˆ
pEG,X 1qG is Quick’s homotopy fixed point space, defined and
studied in [Qui10]. In particular, a homotopy fixed point in the sense of [Qui10] is a 0-simplex
of X hG, whereas a homotopy fixed point in the sense of Def. 2.2 is the connected component of
such a 0-simplex.
2.4 In general, the homotopy fixed point space X hG is difficult to describe. At least, by [Qui10,
Thm. 2.16], there is a Bousfield-Kan type descent spectral sequence (with differentials in the
usual “cohomological” directions)
E
p,q
2 “ H
ppG,π´qpX qq ñ π´pp`qqpX
hGq. (2.1)
Applying Bousfield and Kan’s connectivity lemma [BK72, Chap. IX 5.1] to the spectral
sequence in 2.4, one can prove:
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a profinite group of cohomological dimension ď n. Let f : X Ñ Y be an
pn` 1q-equivalence in SˆG (i.e., πqpfq is an isomorphism for all q ď n and an epimorphism for
q “ n` 1). Then f induces an injection
rEG,X s
SˆG
“ π0pX
hGq 

// π0pY
hGq “ rEG,Ys
SˆG
.
Proof. We may assume that Y is fibrant and f is a fibration in SˆG. Further, we may assume
that X hG is non-empty. Say, s : EG Ñ X is a model of a homotopy fixed point and let r be
f ˝ s. The fibre Fr :“ X ˆY EG comes equipped with a fibration into EG, hence is fibrant in
SˆG, too. Taking limits (i.e., forgetting the topology in [Qui10]) resp. simplicial mapping spaces
map
Sˆ
pEG,´qG gives us a homotopy fibre sequence
limFr // limX // limY
resp.
FhGr
// X hG // YhG
in SSets˚ (pointed by the neutral element in G). By [Qui13, Lem. 2.9], the limit of f is an
n-equivalence of simplicial sets. So, again by loc. cit., the first fibre sequence implies the n-
connectedness of Fr. Using the second homotopy fibre sequence, we get that the map of pointed
sets pπ0pX
hGq, sq Ñ pπ0pY
hGq, rq has kernel π0pF
hG
r q. Bousfield and Kan’s connectivity lemma
applied to the descent spectral sequence (2.1) for Fr implies that this kernel is trivial, since Fr
is n-connected and G has cohomological dimension ď n. Varying over all the homotopy fixed
points of X , we get the result.
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Remark 2.6. Under the assumptions of Lem. 2.5, assume that YhG is non-empty. Suppose Y
is fibrant and f a fibration in SˆG and let r : EG Ñ X be a model of a homotopy fixed point.
Again, Fr :“ X ˆY EG is n-connected and in particular, H
q`1pG,πqpFrqq is trivial for all q.
Via a suitable obstruction theory (cf. [Bou89, 6.1] or [HS13, Chap. 4]) it would follow that FhGr
is non-empty, as well. Thus, π0pX
hGq Ñ π0pY
hGq would in fact be an isomorphism.
We do not intend to develop such an obstruction theory at this place. Instead, we will show
the non-emptiness of FhGr in the case of G “ Zˆ by hand:
Lemma 2.7. Let F be a simply connected space in Sˆ
Zˆ
. Then FhZˆ is non-empty.
Proof. Let E{BZˆ be fibrant in Sˆ{BZˆ with F » EˆBZˆEZˆ. The structural map E Ñ BZˆ induces an
isomorphism π1pE , eq “ Zˆ for any point e P E0. By [Qui08, Prop. 2.17], π1pE , eq “ π0pΩpE , eqq.
Let S1 “ ∆1{B∆1 Ñ E be the homotopy class corresponding to the generator 1 P Zˆ. Since
S1 » BZˆ in Sˆ, this induces a homotopy class BZˆÑ E in HpSˆ{BZˆq, i.e., a homotopy fixed point
of F .
As in Rem. 2.6, Lem. 2.7 implies:
Corollary 2.8. Let f : X Ñ Y be a 2-equivalence in Sˆ
Zˆ
. Then f induces a bijection
rEG,X s
Sˆ
Zˆ
“ π0pX
hZˆq
„ // π0pY
hZˆq “ rEG,Ys
Sˆ
Zˆ
.
2.9 Let p : π ։ G be an epimorphism of profinite groups. Then the induced map Bπ Ñ BG
between the classifying spaces is a fibration: To see this, first note that the cofibrations in Sˆ
are precisely the degreewise monomorphisms (cf. [Qui08, Thm. 2.12]). Using the adjunction
between the profinite groupoid Πp´q and Bp´q, we have to solve the lifting problem
∆ //

π

Γ //
>>
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
G
for Γ a connected profinite groupoid and ∆ Ď Γ a connected full profinite subgroupoid. Using
the usual exactness properties of pro-categories, this can be solved as in the discrete case via
the standard argument applying Zorn’s Lemma.
2.10 Let p : π ։ G be an epimorphism of profinite groups with kernel π1✂π. Every object is cofi-
brant in Sˆ and Bπ Ñ BG is fibrant by 2.9. Thus, rBG,Bπs
Sˆ{BG
is given as Hom
Sˆ{BG
pBG,Bπq
modulo homotopy equivalences over BG with respect to the standard cylinder object BGb∆1.
Such homotopies between maps Bps0q and Bps1q for sections si of p correspond precisely to
conjugation of these sections via elements of π1. In particular, Bp´q and π1p´, ˚q give canonical
identifications between rBG,Bπs
Sˆ{BG
and the set of π1-conjugacy classes of section of p.
2.11 Let X {BG be a connected simplicial profinite set in Sˆ{BG and assume π1pX q Ñ G is an
epimorphism. Then any map BGÑ X in HpSˆ{BGq defines a π1pX ˆBGEGq-conjugacy class of
splittings of the fundamental group sequence
1 // π1pX ˆBG EGq // π1pX q // G // 1
of X {BG. Conversely, if the underlying simplicial profinite set X of X {BG is a Kpπ, 1q (i.e., the
canonical map X Ñ BΠpX q into the classifying space of the profinite fundamental groupoid is
a weak equivalence), it follows from 2.10 that sections of the above fundamental group sequence
of X {BG modulo conjugation correspond to maps BGÑ X in HpSˆ{BGq.
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Combining 2.11 with Lem. 2.5 and Cor. 2.8, we get:
Lemma 2.12. Let G be a profinite group of cohomological dimension ď 1 and X {BG a con-
nected simplicial profinite set in Sˆ{BG s.t. π1pX q Ñ G is an epimorphism. Assume
1 either that
the canonical map X ˆBG EG Ñ BΠpX ˆBG EGq admits a section in HpSˆGq or that G “ Zˆ.
Then we get a canonical identification between the set of π1pX ˆBG EGq-conjugacy classes of
sections of π1pX q Ñ G and rBG,X sSˆ{BG
» rEG,X ˆBG EGsSˆG .
Proof. Indeed, the canonical map X ˆBG EG Ñ BΠpX ˆBG EGq is a 2-equivalence, so it
induces an injection on the respective sets of homotopy fixed points by Lem. 2.5. A section of
X ˆBG EGÑ BΠpX ˆBG EGq induces a section of the corresponding map on homotopy fixed
points. So the latter map is even bijective and the claim follows from 2.11 applied to BΠpX q.
If G “ Zˆ, we just use Cor. 2.8 instead of the section.
2.13 Let G ։ G¯ be an epimorphism of profinite groups with kernel G1 ✂ G. Let X be a
cofibrant and Y a fibrant profinite G-set. Then rX ,Ys
SˆG
is given as the set of connected
components π0pmapSˆpX ,Yq
Gq. By [Qui10, Thm. 2.9 and Cor. 2.10], resGG1pX q is still cofibrant
and resGG1pYq still fibrant in SˆG1 . In particular, the G¯-action via conjugation on the mapping
space map
Sˆ
pX ,YqG
1
induces a canonical G¯-action on
rresGG1pX q, res
G
G1pYqsSˆG1
“ π0pmapSˆpX ,Yq
G1q.
Further, the restriction resGG1p´q : rX ,YsSˆG Ñ rres
G
G1pX q, res
G
G1pYqsSˆG1
factors through the in-
variants rresGG1pX q, res
G
G1pYqs
G¯
SˆG1
. Let f : Y Ñ Y 1 be a morphism between fibrant spaces in SˆG.
Then resGG1pfq induces a G¯-equivariant map between homotopy classes rres
G
G1pX q, res
G
G1pYqsSˆG1
Ñ
rresGG1pX q, res
G
G1pY
1qs
SˆG1
(and similarly for a map g : X Ñ X 1 between cofibrant profinite G-
spaces).
Thus, for X and f : Y Ñ Y 1 in HpSˆGq arbitrary, rres
G
G1pX q, res
G
G1pYqsSˆG1
carries a canonical
G¯-action, resGG1p´q : rX ,YsSˆG Ñ rres
G
G1pX q, res
G
G1pYqsSˆG1
factors through the G¯-invariants and
rresGG1pX q, res
G
G1pfqsSˆG1
is G¯-equivariant (and similarly for a morphism g : X Ñ X 1 in HpSˆGq).
2.14 Again, let G։ G¯ be an epimorphism of profinite groups with kernel G1✂G. Let X {BG be
a connected simplicial profinite set in Sˆ{BG. The subgroup G
1 acts freely on resGG1pX ˆBG EGq
and the projection resGG1pX ˆBG EGq ˆ EG
1 Ñ resGG1pX ˆBG EGq identifies the restrictions
resG
1
1
presGG1pX ˆBG EGq ˆG1 EG
1q and resG¯
1
pX ˆBG¯ EG¯q in HpSˆq. In particular, the induced
map π1pres
G
G1pX ˆBG EGq ˆG1 EG
1q Ñ G1 agrees with the projection map π1pX q ˆG G
1 Ñ G1.
Using 2.13 and 2.14, we get the following G¯-equivariant refinement of Lem. 2.12:
Lemma 2.15. Let G ։ G¯ be an epimorphism of profinite groups with kernel G1 ✂G of coho-
mological dimension ď 1. Let X {BG be a connected profinite space in Sˆ{BG and s a section of
π1pX q Ñ G. Suppose
2 the canonical map resGG1pX ˆBG EGq Ñ BΠpres
G
G1pX ˆBG EGqq admits
a section in HpSˆG1q or that G
1 “ Zˆ. Then the restricted section s1 “ s|G1 of π1pX q ˆG G
1 Ñ G1
corresponds to a homotopy fixed point in the G¯-invariants rEG1, resGG1pX ˆBG EGqs
G¯
SˆG1
.
1Using a suitable obstruction theory, we could delete this assumption (cf. Rem. 2.6).
2Again, using a suitable obstruction theory, we could delete this assumption.
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Homotopy rational points. We are mainly interested in profinite homotopy types of vari-
eties over a field K:
2.16 Let Y be a K-variety. We work with a slightly modified version of Quick’s profinite
homotopy type (cf. [Qui08, Sect. 3.1]): Instead of hypercovers in the sense of [Fri82], we work
with hypercovers pointed by Ks-points compatible with our choice of a separable closure Ks{K.
In the mixed characteristics case over o, we use ks- and Fs-points compatible with ks{k and Fs{F.
It is not hard to see that this does not change the homotopy type. The gain is that the Cˇech
topological type of the spectrum of K is the profinite classifying space BGK on the nose. In
particular, we get a canonical weak equivalence in Sˆ from the profinite e´tale homotopy type
of the spectrum of K to BGK . We define the profinite homotopy type xEtpY {Kq Ñ BGK of
Y {K as the resulting map in Sˆ{BGK induced by the structural map of Y {K. Using [Qui10,
Thm. 3.5 and Lem. 3.3], we see that the underlying homotopy type of xEtpY {Kq ˆBGK EGK
corresponds to the homotopy type xEtpY bK Ksq in HpSˆqGK . Similar arguments work for any
Galois extension K 1{K and Y bK K
1, too. Further, Y bK K
1 Ñ Y induces a canonical weak
equivalence xEtpY bK K 1{K 1q ˆBGK1 EGK 1 Ñ resGKGK1 pxEtpY {Kq ˆBGK EGKq in SˆGK1 .
2.17 EachK-rational point of Y defines a mapBGK Ñ xEtpY {Kq inHpSˆ{BGK q, i.e., a homotopy
fixed point of xEtpY {Kq ˆBGK EGK . For any simplicial profinite set X {BGK , we therefore call
any map BGK Ñ X in HpSˆ{BGK q a homotopy rational point of X over K. By a homotopy
rational (resp. homotopy fixed point) of Y {K we simply mean a homotopy rational point of
xEtpY {Kq (resp. the induced homotopy fixed point of xEtpY {Kq ˆBGK EGK).
2.18 Let Y {K be a geometrically connected K-variety. Then any homotopy rational point
of Y {K gives a conjugacy class of splittings of the fundamental group sequence π1pY {Kq.
Conversely, assume Y has theKpπ, 1q-property, i.e., its e´tale cohomology of constructible locally
constant coefficients is given by the cohomology of its finite e´tale site. It follows that xEtpY {Kq
is a Kpπ, 1q-space in the above sense. By 2.11, we get canonical identifications between the
set of π1pY bK K
sq-conjugacy classes of the fundamental group sequence π1pY {Kq, the set
of homotopy rational points and the set of homotopy fixed points of Y {K (see also [Qui10,
Sect. 3.2]). By [Sti02, Prop. A.4.1], this in particular is the case for Y any smooth curve over
K except for Brauer-Severi curves.
Recall that a profinite group π is ℓ-good, if the pro-ℓ completion map π Ñ πˆℓ induces
isomorphisms Hqpπ,Λq » Hqpπˆℓ,Λq for all finite ℓ-torsion πˆℓ-modules Λ and all these cohomology
groups are finite. For arbitrary curves we get:
Lemma 2.19. Let Y {K be a reduced, geometrically connected curve over field K.
(i) Y is a Kpπ, 1q if and only if it does not contain any rational projective components.
(ii) If K is separably closed, then Y has an ℓ-good fundamental group.
Proof. Since Y is a Kpπ, 1q if and only if Y bK K
s is a Kpπ, 1q, assume K is separably closed.
By topological invariance of e´tale and finite e´tale cohomology, we may even assume K is al-
gebraically closed. Weak-normalization is a universal homeomorphism by [AB69, Thm. 4] and
coincides with semi-normalization over perfect fields in the curve case, i.e., we may assume that
Y is semi-normal. Since K is algebraically closed, this just means Y has at most ordinary mul-
tiple points as singularities (use [Kol96, Sect. I 7.2.2.1]). Let us first describe the fundamental
group of Y . Let π : Y˜ “
š
i Y˜i Ñ Y be the normalization with connected components Y˜i. Then
π1pY q is the free product of the fundamental groups π1pY˜iq of normalized components and a
finitely generated free profinite group F : E.g., by adding additional projective lines we may
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(for this moment alone) assume that Y is even semi-stable, hence we can apply [Sti06, Ex. 5.5].
Since F and the π1pY˜iq are ℓ-good (for the latter, cf. [Sti02, Prop. A.4.1]), π1pY q is ℓ-good too
and claim 2 holds.
In order to prove claim 1, consider the canonical map γ˚ : HqpYfet,Λq Ñ H
qpY,Λq between
finite-e´tale and e´tale cohomology with locally constant constructible coefficients Λ. Using the
following Lem. 2.20, we see that Y is a Kpπ, 1q if and only if all Y˜i are Kpπ, 1q and claim 1
follows, again using [Sti02, Prop. A.4.1].
Lemma 2.20. Let Y {K be a reduced, geometrically connected curve over a field K. Let π : Y˜ “š
i Y˜i Ñ Y be the normalization, Y˜i the irreducible components and R the set of indices i with
Y˜i a rational projective curve. Let f : Y Ñ SpecpKq and f˜piq : Y˜piq Ñ SpecpKq be the structural
morphisms and Λ a locally constant constructible sheaf on Yet.
(i) For q ě 2, the canonical map Rqffet,˚Λ Ñ R
qf˜fet,˚π
˚Λ is an isomorphism on finite-e´tale
cohomology groups in ModGK .
(ii) For q ě 2, the canonical map Rqf˚ΛÑ R
qf˜˚π
˚Λ is an isomorphism on e´tale cohomology
groups in ModGK .
(iii) The canonical morphism of sites γ : Yet Ñ Yfet induces the following exact triangle in
D`pModGK q:
Rffet,˚Λ // Rf˚Λ //
À
iPRpR
2f˜i,˚π
˚Λqr´2s // Rffet,˚Λr1s .
Proof. As in the proof of Lem. 2.19, we may assume that K is algebraically closed and Y is
semi-normal. Again, π1pY q is the free product of the fundamental groups π1pY˜iq of normalized
components and a finitely generated free profinite group F . For claims 1 and 2, we have to
show that π induces isomorphisms HqpYfet,Λq Ñ H
qpY˜fet, π
˚Λq and HqpY,Λq Ñ HqpY˜ , π˚Λq on
finite-e´tale and e´tale cohomology groups of degree q ě 2. For the former, note that F has
cohomological dimension ď 1 and group-cohomology in degrees ě 1 of free products is the
direct sum of the cohomology of the factors. For the latter, use that π is finite, so π˚π
˚Λ{Λ is
a skyscraper sheaf.
It remains to show claim 3: Let C‚ be the cone of γ˚ : Rffet,˚ Ñ Rf˚Λ. In degrees q “ 0, 1, γ
induces isomorphisms on cohomology. Further, by claims 1 and 2,
Rqf˚Λ » R
qffet,˚Λ‘
à
iPR
Rqf˜i,˚π
˚Λ
holds for q ě 2 and γ˚ corresponds to the embedding Rqffet,˚Λ ãÑ R
qf˚Λ: Indeed, for i P R the
component Y˜i » P
1
K is simply connected, while Y˜j are Kpπ, 1q for the remaining j R R. Using
the long exact sequence on cohomology and cdpP1Kq “ 2, we see that C
‚ has cohomology only
in degree 2 and H2C‚ –
À
iPR R
2f˜i,˚π
˚Λ.
Remark 2.21. A more precise description of the homotopy type of a curve is given in [Sch16,
Thm. 2.4]. In particular, under suitable rationality-conditions on the singularities of Y and if
K has cohomological dimension ď 1, its homotopy type can be described as its Kpπ, 1q-part
glued to the homotopy types of its rational projective components, mirroring the exact triangle
in Lem. 2.20.
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Geometric pro-ℓ completions. Throughout the following subsection, let G be a strongly
complete profinite group, i.e., every subgroup of finite index is open. Let us shortly discuss
pro-ℓ-completion in HpSˆGq.
2.22 In [Qui12], Quick gave an explicit construction of a pro-finite completion in SˆG. An
analogous construction gives a pro-ℓ-completion in SˆG, too (see op. cit. Rem. 3.3). Let us
shortly describe this construction: By op. cit. 4.3, any profinite G-space X is isomorphic to a
profinite G-space given by a pro-system tXiuiPI of degreewise finite discrete G-spaces Xi. Then
the pro-ℓ-completion is given as the profinite G-space
X^ℓ :“ tW¯ ΓˆℓpXiquiPI ,
where W¯ p´q is (levelwise) the classifying space and ΓˆℓpXiq is degreewise the pro-ℓ completion of
the free loop group ΓpXiq of Xi. Arguing directly using the (levelwise) homotopy fibre sequence
ΓˆℓpXiq //W ΓˆℓpXiq // W¯ ΓˆℓpXiq ,
or comparing X^ℓ with the fibrant replacement in Morel’s pro-ℓ model structure (see [Mor96,
Sect. 2.1]), we get that π1pX
^
ℓ q equals the pro-ℓ completion π
ℓ
1pX q, X
^
ℓ has pro-ℓ homotopy
groups and the canonical map X Ñ X^ℓ induces an isomorphism in D
`pModGq on cohomology
cochains C‚p´,Λq for any finite ℓ-torsion G-module Λ.
For X {BG in Sˆ{BG, denote by X
^
pℓq{BG the homotopy type in HpSˆ{BGq corresponding to the
pro-ℓ completion pX ˆBG EGq
^
ℓ in HpSˆGq. The canonical map X Ñ X
^
pℓq induces isomorphism
in D`pAbq on cohomology cochains C‚p´,Λq for any finite ℓ-torsion G-module Λ: Indeed,
C‚pX ˆBG EG,Λq Ñ C
‚ppX ˆBG EGq
^
ℓ ,Λq induces an isomorphism between the respective
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences.
If G itself is not a pro-ℓ group, X^pℓq{BG corresponds to a “geometric” pro-ℓ completion in
the relative homotopy category HpSˆ{BGq. Let us discuss the case of Bπ Ñ BG for suitable
quotients π ։ G:
2.23 Let p : π ։ G be an epimorphism of profinite groups with kernel π1 ✂ π. Assume π1 is an
ℓ-good profinite group. Let ∆ℓ ✂c π
1 be the kernel of the pro-ℓ completion π1 Ñ πˆ1ℓ. Note that
it is a characteristic subgroup by the universal property of the completion. Then we define the
geometric pro-ℓ completion of π Ñ G as πˆpℓq :“ π{∆ℓ Ñ G. By construction, the geometric
pro-ℓ completion π ։ πˆpℓq sits in the following commutative diagram with exact rows
1 // π1 //

π //

G // 1
1 // πˆ1ℓ
// πˆpℓq // G // 1.
It follows that BπˆpℓqˆBGEGÑ pBπˆpℓqˆBGEGq
^
ℓ is a weak equivalence in SˆG (this is a special
case of the pro-ℓ analogue of [Qui12, Thm. 3.14]). Further, the canonical Map π ։ πˆpℓq induces
an isomorphism pBπ ˆBG EGq
^
ℓ Ñ Bπˆpℓq ˆBG EG. In particular, pBπq
^
pℓq “ Bpπˆpℓqq.
For fundamental groups of geometrically connected K-varieties we define:
2.24 We write πℓ1pY q (resp. π
pℓq
1 pY q) for the pro-ℓ completion (resp. geometric pro-ℓ completion)
in the sense of 2.23 of the e´tale fundamental group π1pY q of a geometrically connected K-
variety Y . Denote by π
pℓq
1 pY {Fq the geometrically pro-ℓ completed fundamental group sequence
sequence
1 // πℓ1pY bK K
sq // π
pℓq
1 pY q
// GK // 1.
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Say GK is strongly complete (e.g., K a finite or p-adic field). Then π
pℓq
1 pY q is the fundamental
group of the geometric pro-ℓ completion xEtpY {Kq^pℓq.
3 The cycle class of a homotopy fixed point
In this section, we recall and reformulate the definition of the cycle class of a section s of a
smooth projective curve Y {K of positive genus. We extent this definition to homotopy rational
and homotopy fixed points of special fibres of regular proper flat models of (p-adic) curves.
Smooth curves. Let Y {K be a smooth projective curve over a field K of genus g ě 1 and
s : GK Ñ π1pY q a section of the fundamental group sequence π1pY {Kq. Fix an integer n prime
to the characteristic of K. Let us first recall and reformulate the definition of the cycle class of
s:
3.1 In [EW09, Thm. 26], the cycle class cls of the section s in H
2pY,µnq is defined as follows:
cls is the unique class of H
2pY,µnq restricting to the first Chern-class cˆ1rΓps in H
2pY ˆK Y
1,µnq
along the projection Y ˆK Y
1 Ñ Y . Here, Γp : Y
1 Ñ Y ˆK Y
1 is the graph of a fine enough
neighbourhood p : pY 1, s1q Ñ pY, sq of s, i.e., a finite e´tale covering p together with a section s1
of π1pY
1{Kq, compatible with the original section s. Note that cˆ1rΓps is just the restriction of
the Chern-class cˆ1r∆Y s of the diagonal ∆Y : Y ãÑ Y ˆK Y along Y ˆK Y
1 Ñ Y ˆK Y .
We want to reformulate the definition of cls in terms of the universal neighbourhood
p˜ : pY˜s, s˜q // pY, sq
of s, the pro-e´tale covering given by the closed subgroup spGKq ď π1pY q and the canonical
section s˜ : GK – spGKq “ π1pY˜sq. Since Y is a Kpπ, 1q space, the e´tale cohomology of Y˜s with
locally constant coefficients is given as Galois-cohomology of GK .
3.2 Let f (resp. fY 1) be the structural map Y Ñ S (resp. Y
1 Ñ S) for S the spectrum of K.
By the projection formula, Rpf ˆS fY 1q˚µn » Rf˚µnb
L RfY 1,˚Z{n. Taking the colimit over all
neighbourhoods pY 1, s1q we get a canonical map
p˜˚ : Rf˚Z{n // RfY˜s,˚Z{n » Z{n.
Tensoring with the identity of Rf˚µn and taking Galois-invariants H
2pGK ,´q we get the pull-
back map
idbL p˜˚ : H2pY ˆK Y,µnq // H
2pY,µnq ,
which agrees with the colimit of the restriction map H2pY ˆK Y,µnq Ñ H
2pY ˆK Y
1,µnq over
all neighbourhoods pY 1, s1q of s by construction. In particular, we get
cls “ pid b
L p˜˚qpcˆ1r∆Y sq.
Since Y is Kpπ, 1q, the section s induces a homotopy rational point of Y {K. In HpSˆGK q, s
corresponds to a homotopy fixed point EGK Ñ xEtpY {Kq ˆBGK EGK . By abuse of notation,
we will denote both the corresponding homotopy rational point and homotopy fixed point by s,
too. A key observation is that p˜ : Y˜s Ñ Y is an algebraic model of the homotopy rational point
induced by s: via s˜, the morphism induced by p˜ on profinite homotopy types is isomorphic to
the homotopy rational point given by s. Using this observation, we want to reformulate the
definition of cls in terms of the induced homotopy rational point or homotopy fixed point of
Y {K:
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3.3 Let Z{nÑ I‚ be an injective resolution in ShpYe´t,Z{nq. Then RfY 1,˚Z{n corresponds to the
complex of GK -modules ΓpY
1bK K
s,I‚q. By Verdier’s hypercover theorem, the latter complex
is quasi-isomorphic to the colimit of total complexes of the double complexes ΓpV‚I ,I
‚IIq over
e´tale hypercovers V.Ñ Y 1bKK
s (here ‚I and
‚II indicate the directions of the differentials in the
double complex). Since RfY 1,˚Z{n has cohomology only in degrees in the interval r0, 2s, we may
restrict to truncated hypercovers. In particular, we may assume that each relevant hypercover
has only finitely many Galois-conjugates. The fibre product of all the Galois-conjugates of one
such hypercover descends, i.e., we get
RfY 1,˚Z{n » colim
U.ÑY 1
tot‚pΓpU‚I bK K
s,I‚IIqq » colim
U.ÑY 1
ΓpU‚ bK K
s,Z{nq,
in D`pModGK q, where U.Ñ Y
1 runs through the e´tale hypercovers of Y 1. The latter complex is
quasi-isomorphic to the cohomology cochains C‚pxEtpY 1{Kq ˆBGK EGK ,Z{nq in D`pModGK q.
Summing up, we get that p˜˚ : Rf˚Z{nÑ RfY˜s,˚Z{n » Z{n is isomorphic to
s˚ : C‚pxEtpY {Kq ˆBGK EGK ,Z{nq // C‚pEGK ,Z{nq » Z{n.
Tensoring with the identity of C‚pxEtpY {Kq ˆBGK EGK ,µnq and taking H2pGK ,´q we get
idbL p˜˚ as the pullback map
idbL s˚ : H2pY ˆK Y,µnq // H
2pY,µnq ,
i.e., we get cls “ pidb
L s˚qpcˆ1r∆Y sq.
3.4 Using the characterization of cls in 3.3 as a definition, we get a cycle class cls of any
homotopy rational point s : BGK Ñ xEtpY {Kq or homotopy fixed point of an arbitrary smooth
curve Y {K: We set cls “ pidb
L s˚qpcˆ1r∆Y sq for idb
L s˚ the map induced on H2pGK ,´q by the
derived tensor product in D`pModGK q of
s˚ : C‚pxEtpY {Kq ˆBGK EGK ,Z{nq // Z{n
and the identity of C‚pxEtpY {KqˆBGKEGK ,µnq. If we work with the cycle class of the diagonal
of Z in H2dpZˆK Z,Z{npdqq, we get a cycle class for homotopy rational points of d-dimensional
smooth K-varieties Z{K, too.
3.5 Let L be a set of primes containing all prime divisors of n. Then the definition of cls in
3.4 still makes sense if we start only with a homotopy fixed point s of the pro-L-completion
pxEtpY {Kq ˆBGK EGKq^L in HpSˆGK q (see [Qui12], in particularly Rem. 3.3, see also 2.22 for
L “ tℓu).
Special fibres of regular models of (p-adic) curves. The diagonal ∆Y is Cartier if and
only if Y {K is smooth. Still, for a homotopy rational or homotopy fixed point of the (possibly
non smooth) special fibre of a proper flat regular model of a curve we can define a cycle class.
Fix a p-adic field k with ring of integers o and residue field F (or more generally: o a henselian
discrete valuation ring), a smooth curve X{k and a proper flat regular model X ãÑ X over o
with reduced special fibre Y “ pX bo Fqred. Let s¯ be a homotopy rational or homotopy fixed
point of the special fibre Y {F. Fix an integer n prime to the residue characteristic. To define the
cycle class cls¯ in H
2pY,µnq “ H
2pX,µnq, let us first find a suitable replacement of the pullback
map idbL s¯˚ in 3.4:
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3.6 Let X‚{o be the punctured model XzSingpY q. Let f : X Ñ S and f‚ : X‚ Ñ S be the
structural maps for S the spectrum of o. Since o is a henselian local ring, we have H2pX‚,µnq “
H2pGF, σ
˚Rf‚˚µnq. Similarly, using the projection formula (f
‚ is no longer proper, but we can
use e.g. [Fu11, Prop. 6.5.5] instead), we have
H2pX‚ ˆo X,µnq “ H
2pGF, σ
˚Rf‚˚µn b
L σ˚Rf˚Z{nq.
By proper base change and topological invariance, σ˚Rf˚Z{n is quasi-isomorphic to Rfσ,˚Z{n
for fσ : Y Ñ SpecpFq the structural map. As explained in 3.3, we thus get a pullpack map
s¯˚ : σ˚Rf˚Z{nÑ Z{n. Tensoring with the identity of σ
˚Rf‚˚µn and taking H
2pGF,´q we get a
pullback map
idbL s¯˚ : H2pX‚ ˆo X,µnq // H
2pX‚,µnq .
3.7 Moreover, suppose k{kG is an unramified Galois extension with group G, the model X ãÑ X
is a base-extensions along o{oG of a model XG ãÑ XG and s¯ is G-equivariant (in the week sense
that it is contained in rEGF, xEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFsGSˆGF ). Then the pullback map constructed in
3.6 is G-equivariant. In particular, it induces a map
H2pX‚ ˆo X,µnq
G // H2pX‚,µnq
G .
By Gabber’s Absolute Purity Theorem (see [Fuj02]), H2pX,µnq – H
2pX‚,µnq, allowing us to
define cls¯ as a pullback of the cycle class of the restricted diagonal:
3.8 The diagonal ∆X : X ãÑ X ˆo X fails to be Cartier only at points py, yq for y a singular
point of the special fibre Y . Thus, ∆X|X‚ˆoX is Cartier. Using the pullback map in 3.6, we
get a well defined class pidbL s¯˚qpcˆ1r∆X|X‚ˆoXsq in H
2pX‚,µnq. The singular locus SingpY q has
codimension 2 in the regular scheme X. It follows from the Absolute Purity Theorem that the
canonical map H2pX,µnq Ñ H
2pX‚,µnq is an isomorphism.
Thus we define:
Definition 3.9. Let Y “ pXbo Fqred be the reduced special fibre of a regular proper flat model
X{o of a smooth projective p-adic curve. Let s¯ be a homotopy fixed or homotopy rational point
of Y {F. For n invertible in o, we define its cycle class cls¯ as the class in H
2pX,µnq corresponding
to pidbL s¯˚qpcˆ1r∆X|X‚ˆoXsq.
3.10 By definition, the cycle classes cls¯ are compatible for various n. Further, in the situation
of 3.7, cls¯ is G-invariant, i.e., contained in H
2pX,µnq
G: Indeed, ∆X|X‚ˆoX is G-invariant as a
base-extension along o1{o and the pullback map is G-equivariant by 3.7.
3.11 Let L be a set of primes containing all the prime divisors of n. As in 3.5, a homotopy
fixed point s¯ of the pro-L-completion pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^L in HpSˆGFq suffices to define the
cycle class cls¯ in H
2pX,µnq.
4 A canonical lift of the cycle class to the model
Fix a p-adic field k with ring of integers o and residue field F, a smooth geometrically connected
projective curve X{k of positive genus and a proper flat regular model X ãÑ X over o with
reduced special fibre Y “ pXbo Fqred. Let η (resp. σ) be the generic point (resp. closed point)
of S “ Specpoq and denote the respective structural morphisms of X{k, X{o and Y {F by fη, f
and fσ. Let s be a section of the fundamental group sequence π1pX{kq. In abuse of notation,
denote by s the induced homotopy rational and homotopy fixed point of X{k, as well. Our aim
is to give constructions of canonical lifts of the cycle classes cls in H
2pX,µℓnq to H
2pX,µℓnq for
ℓ ‰ p, proving Thm. 1.1.
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A general recipe. Let us first develop a general recipe for the construction of a canonical
lift of cls to the cohomology of the model.
4.1 Let s¯ℓ be a homotopy fixed point of the pro-ℓ-completion pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ . The
geometric fundamental group π1pY bF F
sq is ℓ-good (see Lem. 2.19). Using 2.23, s¯ℓ induces a
homotopy fixed point of Bπ
pℓq
1 pY qˆBGF EGF, i.e. a section of the geometrically pro-ℓ completed
fundamental group sequence π
pℓq
1 pY {Fq. In abuse of notation, let us denote this section by s¯ℓ,
as well. We call the homotopy fixed s¯ℓ a quasi-specialization of s, if the induced section is a
specialization of the section s to πℓ1pY {Fq (cf. [Sti12, Chap. 8]), i.e., if the canonical square
Gk
s //

π1pXq
sp

GF
s¯ℓ // π
pℓq
1 pY q
commutes. This is equivalent to the triviality of the map ram
pℓq
s : Ik Ñ π
pℓq
1 pY q induced by the
ramification map
rams : Ik


//
33Gk
s // π1pXq
sp
// // π1pY q .
By properness, xEtpY q Ñ xEtpXq is a weak equivalence (e.g. [SGA77, Thm. 1.2, Prop. 2.1
and Prop. 2.2]). Via the canonical epimorphism of Galois groups κ : Gk ։ GF, we get the
specialization map
sp: xEtpX{kq // xEtpY {Fq resp. xEtpX{kq ˆBGF EGF // xEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGF
in the relative homotopy category HpSˆ{BGFq resp. in the equivariant homotopy category HpSˆGFq.
The induced maps on fundamental groups and cohomology are just the usual respective spe-
cialization maps.
4.2 Let s¯ℓ be a homotopy fixed point of the pro-ℓ-completion pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ . Assume
it is a quasi-specialization of s. For the moment, let us call the induced pullback map on
cohomology cochains s¯˚ℓ : C
‚pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGF,Z{ℓnq Ñ Z{ℓn admissible, if
C‚pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGF,Z{ℓnq
s¯˚
ℓ //
sp˚

C‚pEGF,Z{ℓ
nq » Z{ℓn

C‚pxEtpX{kq ˆBGF EGF,Z{ℓnq s
˚
// C‚pBGk ˆBGF EGF,Z{ℓ
nq
(4.1)
is a commutative square in D`pModGFq.
Remark 4.3. A priori, it is not clear that an arbitrary quasi-specialization s¯ℓ of s has an
admissible pullback map: We only know that s¯ℓ and s are compatible on fundamental groups
so we only get the commutative diagram
C‚pBΠpxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq,Z{ℓnq
s¯˚
ℓ //
sp˚

C‚pEGF,Z{ℓ
nq » Z{ℓn

C‚pBΠpxEtpX{kq ˆBGF EGFq,Z{ℓnq s
˚
// C‚pBGk ˆBGF EGF,Z{ℓ
nq.
Fortunately, in Thm. 4.14, below, we will prove that a posteriori every quasi-specialization s¯ℓ
has an admissible pullback map.
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Lemma 4.4. Let s¯ℓ be a homotopy fixed point of pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ . Suppose s¯ℓ is a
quasi-specialization of s and its induced pullback map s¯˚ℓ is admissible. Then the pullback map
id bL s¯˚ℓ constructed in 3.6 is compatible with id b
L s˚ (as constructed in 3.3), i.e., we have a
commutative square
H2pX‚ ˆo X,µℓnq
idbLs¯˚
ℓ //
η˚

H2pX‚,µℓnq
η˚

H2pX ˆk X,µℓnq
idbLs˚
// H2pX,µℓnq.
Proof. Arguing similarly to 3.3, we get an isomorphism in the derived category D`pModGFq
between σ˚Rη˚Rfη,˚Z{ℓ
n and C‚pxEtpX{kqˆBGF EGF,Z{ℓnq, compatible with the isomorphism
between σ˚Rf˚Z{ℓ
n and C‚pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGF,Z{ℓnq via the specialization- and the base
change map Rf˚Z{ℓ
n Ñ Rη˚Rfη,˚Z{ℓ
n. Under these identifications, (4.1) translates to the
commutative diagram
σ˚Rf˚Z{ℓ
n
s¯˚
ℓ //

Z{ℓn

σ˚Rη˚Rfη,˚Z{ℓ
n s
˚
// σ˚Rη˚Z{ℓ
n.
Tensoring with the morphism σ˚Rf‚˚µℓn Ñ σ
˚Rη˚Rfη,˚µℓn (note that f
‚
η “ fη) and taking
H2pGF,´q, we can extend this to the commutative diagram
RΓpX‚ ˆo X,µℓnq
idbLs¯˚
ℓ //

RΓpX‚,µℓnq

RΓpGF, σ
˚Rη˚Rfη,˚µℓn b
L σ˚Rη˚Rfη,˚Z{ℓ
nq //

RΓpGF, σ
˚Rη˚Rfη,˚µℓn b
L σ˚Rη˚Z{ℓ
nq

RΓpGk, η
˚Rη˚Rfη,˚µℓn b
L η˚Rη˚Rfη,˚Z{ℓ
nq //

RΓpGk, η
˚Rη˚Rfη,˚µℓn b
L η˚Rη˚Z{ℓ
nq

RΓpX ˆk X,µℓnq
idbLs˚
// RΓpX,µℓnq.
Here the middle square is induced by the canonical epimorphism κ : Gk ։ GF. Use that a
Z{ℓnrGs-module is flat if and only if the underlying Z{ℓn-module is flat and κ˚ ˝ σ˚ is just η˚.
The lower square is the canonical square induced by the tensor product of the canonical maps
η˚Rη˚ Ñ id. Unravelling the definitions, we find that the vertical compositions are indeed the
canonical maps induced by η.
Plugging in the Chern class cˆ1r∆X|X‚ˆoXs of the restricted diagonal, we get a lift of cls to
H2pX,µℓnq:
Corollary 4.5. Let s¯ℓ be a homotopy fixed point of pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ . Suppose it is a
quasi-specialization of s (cf. 4.1) and its induced pullback map s¯˚ℓ is admissible (cf. 4.2). Then
the cycle class cls¯ℓ P H
2pX,µℓnq of s¯ℓ restricts to cls P H
2pX,µℓnq.
Quasi-specialized homotopy fixed points. By Cor. 4.5, we get a canonical lift of the cycle
class cls to H
2pX,µℓnq, if we can find a canonical quasi-specialization with admissible pullback
map s¯ℓ of s to pxEtpY {FqˆBGF EGFq^ℓ . At least a specialized section s¯ℓ of πpℓq1 pY {Fq always does
exist:
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Lemma 4.6. Any section s of π1pX{kq specializes to a (necessarily unique) section s¯ℓ of
π
pℓq
1 pY {Fq.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of [Sti12, Prop. 91]: The ramification map (cf. 4.1) induces
the geometrically pro-ℓ completed ramification map ram
pℓq
s : Ik Ñ π
pℓq
1 pY q. By construction,
ram
pℓq
s factors over πℓ1pY bF F
sq, i.e., ram
pℓq
s is trivial by loc. cit..
Together with Lem. 2.12 this implies the existence of a unique quasi-specialized homotopy
fixed point:
Corollary 4.7. For any (possibly ramified) section s of π1pX{kq there is a unique quasi-
specialized homotopy fixed point s¯ℓ of the pro-ℓ completion pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ in HpSˆGFq.
Moreover, suppose k{kG is an unramified Galois extension with group G, the model X ãÑ X is
a base-extension along o{oG of a model XG ãÑ XG and s is the restriction of a section sG of
π1pXG{k
Gq. Then s¯ℓ is contained in rEGF,xEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFsGSˆGF .
Proof. The Galois group GF is Zˆ, so the first claim follows using Lem. 2.12. For the G-
equivariance claim, use Lem. 2.15.
In case the canonical map pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ Ñ BΠppxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ q admits a
section in HpSˆGFq, we get more explicitly:
Corollary 4.8. Suppose the canonical map in HpSˆGFq to the fundamental groupoid admits a
section t : BΠppxEtpY {FqˆBGFEGFq^ℓ q Ñ pxEtpY {FqˆBGFEGFq^ℓ . Let s be a section of π1pX{kq.
Then the quasi-specialized homotopy fixed point s¯ℓ of the pro-ℓ completion pxEtpY {FqˆBGFEGFq^ℓ
given by Cor. 4.7 is given as the composition of the specialized section of Lem. 4.6 (seen as a
homotopy fixed point of the fundamental groupoid) with t.
Proof. See the proof of Lem. 2.12.
4.9 Under a suitable rationality condition on Y , there is a particularly nice section of the
canonical map pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ Ñ BΠppxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ q in HpSˆGFq: As in the
proof of Lem. 2.19, let Y˜ “
š
i Y˜i Ñ Y be the normalization with connected components Y˜i.
Let R be the set of indices i with Y˜i a rational component of the normalization Y˜ Ñ Y . Since
finite fields have trivial Brauer groups, there is a finite extension Fi{F such that Y˜i – P
1
Fi
for
i P R. Assume each rational component Y˜i admits an Fi-rational point 8i P Y˜ipFiq lying over a
smooth point of Y . Then Y˜izt8iu – A
1
Fi
and pY˜izt8iuqbFF
s is isomorphic to a disjoint union of
affine lines. In particular, each connected component of pY˜izt8iuq bF F
s has contractible pro-ℓ
completion. Set
j : Y ˝ :“ Y zt8i | i P Ru


// Y .
By Lem. 2.19, Y ˝ is a Kpπ, 1q with an ℓ-good geometric fundamental group. Further, j induces
an isomorphism between the geometrically completed fundamental groups π
pℓq
1 pY
˝q and π
pℓq
1 pY q
(use [Sti06, Cor. 5.3]). Since π1pY
˝ bF F
sq is ℓ-good, j induces the desired splitting
tj : pxEtpY ˝q ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ // pxEtpY q ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ
of the canonical map pxEtpY q ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ Ñ BΠppxEtpY q ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ q in HpSˆGFq. Note that
our rationality condition on Y is always satisfied after a base extension along a sufficiently large
unramified p-extension k1{k.
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Remark 4.10. Again, suppose each rational component Yi of the reduced special fibre Y {F
contains a smooth Fi-rational point with Yi birational to Y˜i – P
1
Fi
. Let r be a section of
π
pℓq
1 pY {Fq. Further, let j : Y
˝
ãÑ Y be the open embedding constructed in 4.9 and let fσ and f
˝
σ
be the structural morphisms of Y {F and Y ˝{F. Since Y ˝ is a Kpπ, 1q with geometrically ℓ-good
fundamental group π1pY q, its e´tale cohomology is given by the cohomology of the profinite
group π1pY q. In particular, purely in terms of e´tale cohomology and cohomology of profinite
groups, r induces pullback maps Z{ℓn Ñ Rf˝σ,˚Z{ℓ
n and r˚ : Z{ℓn Ñ Rfσ,˚Z{ℓ
n in D`pModGFq.
A posteriori, by Cor. 4.7, r˚ is independent from the choice of the smooth rational points
8i P Y˜ipFq for i P R. In particular, under our rationality conditions on Y {F, we get a definition of
a canonical cycle class clr P H
2pX,µnq of r, purely in terms of e´tale cohomology and cohomology
of profinite groups.
Admissible pullback maps. By Cor. 4.7, for any section s of π1pX{kq there a unique quasi-
specialized homotopy fixed point s¯ℓ of pxEtpY {FqˆBGFEGFq^ℓ . We need to show that the induced
pullback map is admissible in the sense of 4.2.
4.11 Define the map r
pℓq
s : BGk ˆBGF EGF Ñ p
xEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ as the composition
rpℓqs : BGk ˆBGF EGF
s //
11
xEtpX{kq ˆBGF EGF sp // pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ .
Although on fundamental groups, it induces the geometrically pro-ℓ completed ramification
map rams (cf. 4.1 – in particular, it is trivial on fundamental groups by [Sti12, Prop. 91]), r
pℓq
s
should not be mistaken as an analogue of rams for homotopy types.
4.12 Suppose t : BΠppxEtpY {FqˆBGFEGFq^ℓ q Ñ pxEtpY {FqˆBGFEGFq^ℓ is a splitting in HpSˆGFq
of the canonical map with the following additional property: Assume that on cohomology
cochains with coefficients Z{ℓn, r
pℓq
s factors through t, i.e., assume that there is a map ϕ,
making the triangle
C‚pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGF,Z{ℓnq r
pℓq,˚
s //
t˚

C‚pBGk ˆBGF EGF,Z{ℓ
nq
C‚pBΠpxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq,Z{ℓnq
Dϕ
22❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢
(4.2)
commutative in D`pModGFq. As t is a splitting and s¯ℓ is induced via t by a specialization of
our original section s (cf. Cor. 4.8), the triangle
C‚pBΠpxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq,Z{ℓnq ϕ //
s¯˚
ℓ

C‚pBGk ˆBGF EGF,Z{ℓ
nq
Z{ℓn » C‚pEGF,Z{ℓ
nq
can
22❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢
commutes in D`pModGFq, as well. Piecing together these two commutative triangles and unrav-
elling the definitions, we end up with the commuting square (4.1). In particular, the pullback
map s¯˚ℓ is admissible.
We want to use 4.12 to show that s¯ℓ has an admissible pullback map. As a first step, let us
treat models X{o whose special fibre satisfies a slightly stronger rationality assumption then the
one in 4.9:
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Proposition 4.13. Let X{k be a geometrically connected smooth projective curve of positive
genus over a p-adic field k and X{o a regular proper flat model. Suppose each rational component
of the reduced special fibre Y {F contains a smooth F-rational point. Then for any section s of
π1pX{kq there is a unique quasi-specialized homotopy fixed point s¯ℓ of pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ
in HpSˆ{BGFq inducing the commutative diagram
C‚pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGF,Λq
s¯˚
ℓ //
sp˚

C‚pEGF,Λq » Λ
can

C‚pxEtpX{kq ˆBGF EGF,Λq s
˚
// C‚pBGk ˆBGF EGF,Λq
(4.3)
in the derived category D`pModGFq for Λ any continuous finite ℓ-torsion GF-module.
Proof. Let us first reformulate: We claim that the square
Rfσ,˚Λ
s¯˚
ℓ //
can´1

Λ
σ˚pcanq

σ˚Rf˚Λ
σ˚pcanq

σ˚Rη˚Rfη,˚Λ
σ˚Rη˚ps˚q
// σ˚Rη˚Λ
is commutative in D`pModGFq (cf. 3.3). Using the projection formula, it suffices to treat the
case Λ “ Z{ℓn. We want to use the arguments in 4.12. The map r
pℓq,˚
s corresponds to the
composition Rfσ,˚Z{ℓ
n Ñ σ˚Rη˚Z{ℓ
n around the lower left vertex of the square. For the
splitting t : BΠppxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ q Ñ pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ we take the map tj induced
by the open subscheme j : Y ˝ “ Y zt8i | i P Ru ãÑ Y , for R the set of indices i with Y˜i a
rational component of the normalization Y˜ Ñ Y and 8i an F-rational point in Y˜i dominating
a smooth point of Y (cf. 4.9). Let f˝σ be the structural morphism of Y
˝{F. By the discussion in
4.12 and our translation, it remains to show that the composition around the lower left vertex
of the square r
pℓq,˚
s factors in D`pModGFq through the canonical map Rfσ,˚Z{ℓ
n Ñ Rf˝σ,˚Z{ℓ
n.
Let i : Z ãÑ Y be the reduced complement of Y ˝ in Y . Then Z – SpecpFq bR (the coproduct
of R-many copies of SpecpFq) is regular and i factors through the regular locus jreg : Yreg ãÑ Y ,
say via ireg : Z ãÑ Yreg. From relative purity we get
Ri!Z{ℓn “ Ri!regj
˚
regZ{ℓ
n “ Z{ℓnp´1qr´2s,
i.e., we get the exact Gysin triangle in D`pModGFq
À
iPR Z{ℓ
np´1qr´2s // Rfσ,˚Z{ℓ
n // Rf˝σ,˚Z{ℓ
n `1 //
À
R Z{ℓ
np´1qr´1s
In particular, r
pℓq,˚
s factors through Rfσ,˚Z{ℓ
n Ñ Rf˝σ,˚Z{ℓ
n if and only if r
pℓq,˚
s restricts to the
trivial map Z{ℓnp´1qr´2s Ñ σ˚Rη˚Z{ℓ
n for each i P R.
To see this, first note that the ith map Z{ℓnp´1qr´2s Ñ Rfσ,˚Z{ℓ
n corresponds to the first
Chern class
cˆ1rOY p8iqs P H
2pY,µℓnq “ rZ{ℓ
np´1qr´2s,Rfσ,˚Z{ℓ
nsMod
GF
.
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It follows, that the restriction to the ith component Z{ℓnp´1qr´2s Ñ σ˚Rη˚Z{ℓ
n » Rηfet,˚Z{ℓ
n
of the map r
pℓq,˚
s corresponds to the class
s˚cˆ1rLs P H
2pGk,µℓnq “ rZ{ℓ
np´1qr´2s,Rηfet,˚Z{ℓ
nsMod
GF
,
where L is the generic fibre of a line bundle mapping to Op8iq under the epimorphism of
Picard groups PicpXq ։ PicpY q. For the latter, see [SGA73, Exp. XIII Prop. 3.2]. From the
characterization of cls via duality (see [Sti12, Sect. 6.1]) we get s
˚cˆ1rLs “ cls Y cˆ1rLs. Finally,
via Tate-Lichtenbaum duality s˚cˆ1rLs “ 0 follows from the algebraicity of cls in H
2pX,Zℓp1qq
(see [EW09, Cor. 3.4 and Rem. 3.7 (ii)]), which finishes the proof.
With a little bit more work, we can generalize Prop. 4.13 to arbitrary regular proper flat
models X{o:
Theorem 4.14. Let X{k be a geometrically connected smooth projective curve of positive genus
over a p-adic field k and X{o a regular proper flat model. Let s¯ℓ be the unique quasi-specialized
homotopy fixed point of pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq^ℓ in HpSˆ{BGFq given by a section s of π1pX{kq
(cf. Cor. 4.7). Then s¯ℓ has an admissible pullback map. More generally, for any continuous
finite ℓ-torsion GF-module Λ, the induced diagram (4.3) in the derived category D
`pModGFq
commutes.
Proof. Consider the difference between the compositions around the lower left and the upper
right vertex of (4.3):
ϕs,Λ :“ r
pℓq,˚
s ´ pcan ˝ s¯
˚
ℓ q : C
‚pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGF,Λq // C‚pBGk ˆBGF EGF,Λq .
Precomposing with C‚pBΠpxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGFq,Λq Ñ C‚pxEtpY {Fq ˆBGF EGF,Λq trivializes
ϕs,Λ, since π1ps¯ℓq is a specialization of our original section s. We have to show that ϕs,Λ itself
is trivial.
Let us reformulate this using the notation in the proof of Prop. 4.13: ϕs,Λ corresponds to a
morphism Rfσ,˚Λ Ñ σ
˚Rη˚Λ » Rηfet,˚Λ. Again, by the projection formula we may assume
Λ “ Z{ℓn. Denote the corresponding morphism by ϕs,n. By Lem. 2.20 there is an exact triangle
Rfσ,fet,˚Z{ℓ
n γ
˚
// Rfσ,˚Z{ℓ
n //
À
iPRpR
2f˜i,˚Z{ℓ
nqr´2s // Rfσ,fet,˚Z{ℓ
nr1s .
in D`pModGFq. Here f˜i denotes the structural map of the rational component Y˜i{F. Since the
composition ϕs,n ˝ γ
˚ is trivial, ϕs,n factors through Rfσ,˚Z{ℓ
n Ñ
À
iPRpR
2f˜i,˚Z{ℓ
nqr´2s. Say,
ϕs,n factors via a map
ψn :
À
iPRpR
2f˜i,˚Z{ℓ
nqr´2s // Rηfet,˚Z{ℓ
n .
We may assume that the maps ψn are compatible for various n: By construction, the maps ϕs,n
are compatible for various n. Thus, working with ℓ-adic sheaves instead, we even get a map
ψ :
À
iPRpR
2f˜i,˚Zℓqr´2s Ñ Rηfet,˚Zℓ inducing compatible maps ψn modulo ℓ
n, still factoring
ϕs,n. It suffices to show that all the ψn are trivial, i.e., ψ “ 0.
Consider the component pR2f˜i,˚Z{ℓ
nqr´2s for i P R. Since finite fields have trivial Brauer
groups, Y˜i is isomorphic to P
1
Fi
for a finite extension Fi{F. In particular, we get
resGFGFi
R2f˜i,˚Z{ℓ
n –
à
GF{GFi
Z{ℓnp´1q – resGFGFi
indGFGFi
Z{ℓnp´1q
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for the restriction. Thus, the counit resGFGFi
indGFGFi
Z{ℓnp´1q Ñ Z{ℓnp´1q induces an isomorphism
R2f˜i,˚Z{ℓ
n – indGFGFi
Z{ℓnp´1q.
Choose a finite unramified extension k1{k s.t. each rational component of the reduced special
fibre Y 1{F1 of X1 “ Xbo o
1{o1 contains a smooth F1-rational point. Here o1 denotes the ring of in-
tegers of k1. In particular, F1{F dominates all extensions Fi{F. Let f
1 be the structural morphism
of X1{o1. We get Rf 1
σ1,pfetq,˚Z{ℓ
n “ resGFG
F1
pRfσ,pfetq,˚Z{ℓ
nq, Rη1fet,˚Z{ℓ
n “ resGFG
F1
pRηfet,˚Z{ℓ
nq (η1
the generic and σ1 the closed point of o1) and the restriction of the above exact triangle to
D`pModG
F1
q is the triangle
Rf 1σ1,fet,˚Z{ℓ
n γ
1,˚
// Rf 1σ1,˚Z{ℓ
n //
À
iPR1 Z{ℓ
np´1qr´2s // Rf 1σ1,fet,˚Z{ℓ
nr1s (4.4)
given by Lem. 2.20 applied to Y 1{F1 directly. Here we used Fi Ď F
1 and R1 denotes the set of
rational components of Y 1, i.e., GF acts on R
1 with R1{GF “ R.
We claim that it is enough to show that resGFG
F1
ψn is trivial for all n. We can check this separately
for each component pR2f˜i,˚Z{ℓ
nqr´2s, i P R and after twisting by p´qp1q and shifting by p´qr2s.
We have
rR2f˜i,˚Z{ℓ
np1q,Rηfet,˚Z{ℓ
np1qr2ssModGF
“ rsp˚indGFGFi
Z{ℓn,Z{ℓnp1qr2ssModGk
“ rindGkGki
Z{ℓn,Z{ℓnp1qr2ssModGk
“ rZ{ℓn,Z{ℓnp1qr2ssModGki
“ H2pGki ,Z{ℓ
np1qq
for sp : Gk Ñ GF the specialization map and ki{k the unramified extension with residue exten-
sion Fi{F. Similarly one gets
rresGFGFi
R2f˜i,˚Z{ℓ
np1q, resGFGFi
Rηfet,˚Z{ℓ
np1qr2ssModGFi
“
rresGkGki
indGkGki
Z{ℓn,Z{ℓnp1qr2ssModGki
“
à
GF{GFi
H2pGki ,Z{ℓ
np1qq
where the restriction map resGFGFi
p´q between the left hand sides corresponds to the diagonal
embedding H2pGki ,Z{ℓ
np1qq ãÑ
À
GF{GFi
H2pGki ,Z{ℓ
np1qq on the right hand sides. Finally,
rresGFG
F1
R2f˜i,˚Z{ℓ
np1q, resGFG
F1
Rηfet,˚Z{ℓ
np1qr2ssModGFi
“
rresGkGk1
indGkGki
Z{ℓn,Z{ℓnp1qr2ssModG
k1
“
à
GF{GFi
H2pGk1 ,Z{ℓ
np1qq
holds and the restriction map res
GFi
G
F1
p´q between the left hand sides corresponds to the multi-
plication by the degree rk1 : kis on the right hand sides. For the latter, note that both Galois
cohomology groups H2pGki ,Z{ℓ
np1qq and H2pGk1 ,Z{ℓ
np1qq are canonically isomorphic to 1
ℓn
Z{Z.
Summing up, the composed restriction map res
GFi
G
F1
p´q :
rpR2f˜i,˚Z{ℓ
nqr2s,Rηfet,˚Z{ℓ
nsModGF
// rresGFG
F1
pR2f˜i,˚Z{ℓ
nqr2s,Rη1fet,˚Z{ℓ
nsModGFi
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corresponds to the diagonal embedding 1
ℓn
Z{Z ãÑ
À
GF{GFi
1
ℓn
Z{Z followed by multiplication by
rk1 : kis. Taking the limit over all n we get a monomorphism, so ψn is trivial for all n if res
GF
G
F1
ψn
is trivial for all n.
We have to show that resGFG
F1
ψn is trivial. Let us analyse the restricted triangle (4.4): Using the
open embedding j : Y 1,˝ ãÑ Y 1 (cf. 4.9), we get a commutative diagram
Rf 1σ1,fet,˚Z{ℓ
n //
„

Rf 1σ1,˚Z{ℓ
n

Rf
1,˝
σ1,fet,˚Z{ℓ
n „ // Rf
1,˝
σ1,˚Z{ℓ
n,
i.e., a retraction of Rf 1σ1,fet,˚Z{ℓ
n Ñ Rf 1σ1,˚Z{ℓ
n. Here f 1,˝σ1 is the structural morphism of Y
1,˝{F1.
It follows that rRf 1σ1,˚Z{ℓ
nr1s,´sModG
F1
Ñ rRf 1σ1,fet,˚Z{ℓ
nr1s,´sModG
F1
is split-surjective. In
particular,
À
iPR1rZ{ℓ
np´1qr´2s,Rη1fet,˚Z{ℓ
nsModG
F1


// rRf 1σ1,˚Z{ℓ
n,Rη1fet,˚Z{ℓ
nsModG
F1
is a monomorphism. Let s1 “ s|Gk1 be the restricted section of π1pX
1{k1q, for X 1{k1 the generic
fibre of X1{o1. By Prop. 4.13, resGFG
F1
pϕs,nq “ ϕs1,n is trivial, forcing res
GF
G
F1
pψnq to be trivial and
Thm. 4.14 follows.
A canonical lift of cls. Now that we have collected all the ingredients in a canonical way
(cf. Cor. 4.7 and Thm. 4.14), we can finally execute our general recipe for a canonical lift of the
cycle class cls:
Theorem 4.15. Let X{k be a geometrically connected smooth projective curve of positive genus
over a p-adic field k and X{o a regular proper flat model. Then for any ℓ ‰ p and any section s of
π1pX{kq, the induced ℓ-adic cycle class cls admits a canonical lift cl
X
s to H
2pX,µℓnq, compatible
for various n. Further, the class clXs is natural in the pair pX{o, sq.
Proof. By Cor. 4.7, each section s of π1pY {Fq induces a unique quasi-specialized homotopy fixed
point s¯ℓ of the pro-ℓ completion pxEtpY {FqˆBGFEGFq^ℓ in HpSˆ{BGFq. By Thm. 4.14, the induced
pullback map s¯˚ℓ : C
‚pxEtpY {FqˆBGF EGF,Z{ℓnq Ñ Z{ℓn is admissible, i.e., compatible with the
pullback map induced by s via the specialization maps. Thus, by Cor. 4.5, its canonical cycle
class cls¯ℓ P H
2pX,µℓnq lifts the cycle class cls and we set cl
X
s :“ cls¯ℓ . Finally, the functoriality
of clXs in pX{o, sq holds by construction.
Remark 4.16. The class clXs can be defined purely in terms of e´tale cohomology and cohomology
of profinite groups: For a sufficiently large unramified p-extension k1{k (with Galois group
G, normalization o1{o and residue extension F1{F), the rationality condition of 4.9 holds for
Y bF F
1. The section s restricts to a section s1 of π1pX bk k
1{k1q. Arguing as in proof of
Thm. 4.15 using Rem. 4.10 gives the canonical lift clXboo
1
s1 of cls1 to H
2pX bo o
1,µℓnq
G purely
in terms of e´tale cohomology and cohomology of profinite groups. Here the G-invariance holds
by 3.10. The order of G kills all higher cohomology groups HqpG,Λq. Since this order is
a power of p ‰ ℓ, these cohomology groups vanish for Λ a finite ℓ-torsion G-module. In
particular, H2pX,µℓnq “ H
2pXbo o
1,µℓnq
G and H2pX,µℓnq “ H
2pXbk k
1,µℓnq
G follow using the
respective Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences. Thus, clXboo
1
s1 induces a class in H
2pX,µℓnq. By
construction, this class lifts cls and coincides with the class cl
X
s , but is defined purely in terms
of e´tale cohomology and cohomology of profinite groups. The drawback of this construction is
that its canonicity comes only a posteriori via Thm. 4.15.
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